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Carter Wins HQYA'PreferencePoll; Bush Leads Republican Contenders
By Mike Farrand
HOY A News Starf

Jimmy Carter is the favorite choice of GU
students for the Presidency, according to a
HOYA poll taken this week. Carter led the pon
as the choice of 38 percent of the students expressing a preference.
Republican George Bush finished second,
with a 23' percent share. Behind these two '
front-runners were Senator Ted Kennedy (11
percent), Representative John Anderson (9
percent), Senator Howard Baker (6 percent),
and Governor John Connally (4 percent). 11
percent of those polled were undecided as to
their choice for 1980's President.
The HOYA surveyed 198 Georgetown

students recently on their political preferences
for the 1980 Presidential election. Each student
was asked (1) Do you consider yourself to be
Democrat, Republican, or Independent? (2)'
Who do you predict will be the
Democratic/Republican nominee for President? (3) Who would you prefer to be the
Democratic/Republican nominee? (4) Who do
you predict will be the President in 19801 and
(5) Who would you prefer as President in
1980? The polling was a mixture of random
phone calling and poling in the Marriot food
service line in New South. The HOYA poll also
revealed that Democrats outnumber
RepUblicans on the campus ,by almost a 3 to 2
margin. This figure agrees with data gathered

by the G. U . College Republicans in their
sampling of 850 students last semester.
A numerical breakdown shows that 420/0 of
the respondents were Democrats, 290/0 were
Republicans, and 28% were Independents.
This outcome surprised students, who in
another question expressed their overwhelming
belief (held by 87% of those questioned), that
most on this campus are Republicans. In fact,
24% of the respondents thought that the
margin was 2 to 1 in favor of the GOP.
Within their parties, Carter and Bush were
both strongly favored to gain Presidential bids.
Two-thirds of the Democrats preferred the
President, while former Ambassador Bush was

preferred by more than twice as many party
members as that of his closest competitor. 410/0
of the Republicans liked Bush, while 20%
preferred Illinois Representative John Anderson.
In terms of who students thought were most
likely to be successful in seeking the Presidency, Carter and Bush once again were on top.
95% thought Carter would gain the
Democratic nomination, while 71 % believed
that Bush would get the G:O.P. slot. For the
general election, 3 out of 4 students said'they
thought President Carter would be re-elected.
The standard deviation for each of the poll
results was less than 3.5%.

GM Chief's Speech Highlights
Business Week at University
Tamar Pachter
HOY A Managing Editor

Describing the 1980s as the "Decade
of Decision," Chairman of the Board
of General Motors Corporation
Thomas A. Murphy, called for encouragement of capital formation
through decreased federal taxation
and regulation of industry.
The School of Business Administration in conjunction with the Business
School Academic Council and the
Delta Sigma Phi faternity presented
Murphy with the Business Leader of
the Year Award. The first annual
award was the keynote event to the
Business SchOOl's Business Week '80.
"As imports become more expensive, the pressure to export will inPresidential Press Secretary Jody Powell was caught ducking Into the GU Pub last nlgbt after subbing for Greg Schnieders
crease proportionately everywhere,
In his Political Communications course while Schnieders headed to Maine for the caucuses.
and our government in Washington
will be forced to decide how much enNews Analysis
couragement it should now be giving
business to increase productivity and
to strengthen its world competitive
position," said Murphy.
Murphy pointed out that the
favorable gap between US productivi·
by Frank Brightwell
passers-by to help put me in to the
In fulfillment of one of the pro- ty and that ofits foreign competitors is
HOY A News Staff
GUPS station wagon. We had to drive posals, Lt. Horton informed the' closing. According to Murphy, atTwo recent incidents involving completely around the University to
HOYA that all GUPS officers had tempts to stem the tide of economic
erosion are not being helped by the
students being injured on campus have get to the Hospital, and we had to stop
recently completed CPR training.
once again brought the "emergency at Healy Circle to pick up another inWhitehead said that Dr. Michael drop in US productivity recorded last
resources" of the University into ques- jured person. On Friday I was in
Rolnik, Director of Emergency yeaI', or by the fact that the US is being
surgery for three hours and will not be
Medical Services at Georgetown outpaced in capital and research and
tion.
In one incident, Daniel McConville, able to walk for at least six months."
Hospital, has an emergency vehicle development spending.
Emphasizing that the American
(SBA '83) was injured Janurary 26 in
A nurse at Student Health was asked
available which is only used a few
Harbin. McConville told the HOYA about first aid procedures, but could
times each year. Rolnik has offerred to quality of life would reap the benefits
that he was "trying to break up a only offer her opinion that "ice is inmake the vehicle available for of increased productivity in industry,
fight. Someone slammed a door and it dicated in first aid treatments, and,
emergency transportation on campus, Murphy advocated accelerating
hit my head. I was unconscious for sure they should haye ice in Yates" for
depreciation allowances, increasing
and to have it stationed at Yates.
about two minutes. The RA called emergencies like this.
"It does not help those few cases and making permanent the investment
Concerning th role of GUPS in
security. Security arrived 15 minutes
where people are not moveable," tax t.:,edit, putting an end to double
later and the ambulance took 40 handling medical emergencies on camWhitehead said, "but it would aid in taxation of corporate profits and
minutes. My neck was injured and I pus, Lt. Horton told the HOYA
the 80-90 per cent of the injuries which reducing the tax on capital gains.
"GUPS officers are not to transport occur on campus."
"Private industry freely responding
went into shock."
McConville said that the GUPS of- any person with broken bones." He
to
the demands of a market-oriented
continued on page 3
ficer "didn't do anything to help me. added that the officer who transported
economy, is our chief, our best--really
He asked me if I had my 10. He just the person injured at Yates should not
stood there while someone went to my have done so.
When asked who was to determine
room to get it."
In another incident, which occurred whether or not a bone was broken in
at Yates Field House on Januarey 31, an emergency, Horton responded, "If
William Bryan (SFS '80) was seriously a person can't walko-that's the deterby Liz Taylor
Some of the workshop speakers inmining' factor, and the person will not
injured while playing basketball.
HOYA News Editor
clude employees on Capitol Hill, and
Bryan described what happened." b e transported by GUPS. There
In an effort to inform students of in government agencies, the National
They guy that was covering me dived shouldn't be any discussion of this
the value in a liberal arts education, Symphony, National Gallery of Art,
into my leg. No one made and effort to matter; it should easily be
the College Academic Council is spon- and the Washington Post. Jim Vance,
assist me. I had to call for my own understood. "
A subcommittee of the Student Life soring this weekend the "Conference Anchorman for Newscenter 4 will be
help. I wanted ice but was told by a
speaking about careers in the media.
Yates employee that 'ice is not Policy Committee, which has been in- on Liberal Arts In the Marketplace."
Opening the conference today,
. Spolzino added that, "While we
emergency first aid equipment.' It vestigating emergency procedures on
Catholic
University
of
America
Presiwere
organizing the program, we
seemed that no one was trained in first campus, recently completed its study
aid. They eventually found four ice. and. has presented its recommenda- dent Edmund D. Pellegrino will ad- realized how many areas there are.
cubes and put them in a bag. The peo- tions to Dean to Student Affairs dress students in Copely Formal There are many more opportunities
Lounge on the topic of studying liberal than we could represent in one day, so
ple at Yates called security and wanted' William Stott.
arts.
we arehoping that the Council will
Liz Whitehead, a member of the
me to fill out an accident report. I
A series of workshops focusing on continue the program in future years."
pointed to the guys I was playing with, subcommittee, said in an interview
"We hope that by attending these
but the employee just said, 'Oh yeah, with the HOYA, "Before we wrote up job opportunities in the areas of
yeah,' and made no effort to find out the proposals, we contacted everyone government, business, journalism,
Stott Forms Committee
who fell on me. Security arrived 15 or involved to make sure that our plans arts, and education will be featured on
Saturday.
.
20 minutes later. I had to ask some would be feasible."
According _to College Academic
Council member Robert Spolzino
(CAS '80), themes for the workshops
by Nancy Van Duren
include recognition and development
HOY A News Staff
of liberal arts skills, descriptions of
"The question is how many
those job situations in which these undergraduates who need housing on
skills are applicable, and properly campus would be squeezed out." said
presenting the value of these skills to Scott Ozmun in response to Dean
the prospective employer.
Stott's proposal to offer 90 housing
Spolzino suggested that "Many units to graduate students beginning
undergraduates today do not under- next fall.
take a liberal education, because they
"If in the future there is more housfear that after graduation they will be
ing,
the idea is very feasible. Right now
unemployable."
however, when one considers that
While it is true that liberal arts
almost 'fifty per cent of the
graduates have not had specialized
undergraduates live off-campus I can't
training, they have developed a skill
say this would be in our best
which, in the long run, will be of much
interests," Ozmun stated.
greater importance. That skill is the
The ninty units would be a mixture
abil1ty to think, to make critical
judgements based on a breadth of of different types of housing including
knowledge and within a coherent set of dormitory and apartment units on difvalues," stated Spolzino.
ferent parts of the campus.
Spolzino stressed that while liberal
"It
is
important
that
arts graduates are desirable to a large
undergraduates be involved in the
number of employers in a diversity of planning stages of this program,"
fields, the college should make known
stated Ozmun. "The administration
Last Tuesday a heUcopter swept onto GU basebaU field bringing a
to the students the "wealth of employwill be better able to perceive the needs
premature baby to Georgetown Hospital for special heartcare.
ment opportunities available."
of the undergraduates if we have direct
J

Emergency Problems Cited

our only--hope of realizing the addi- tional domestic energy production we
need," said Murphy,' adding that the
US should be thankful to have the
resources it does in its multinational oil
companies.
He cautioned that increased taxation of oil multinationals might
become a reverse incentive, causing US
based production to fall off and new
expioration to drop sharply.
The "tyranny of minority" interest
groups was cited by Murphy as a factor that will have to be eliminated to
protect the national interest. Referring
to members of special interest groups,
in particular the antinuclear lobby, as
"zealots ... raised in affluence." Murphy maintained that these groups,
through their efforts to restrict industry would arbitrarily assign those in
income groups lower than their own to
a permanently lower and decreasing
standard of living.
Murphy cited the resolution of the

Chairman of General Motors
Gaston Hall.

crisis at the Three Mile Island nuclear
power plant, which took place approximately one year ago, as a failure of
Murphy's Law. "Everything that
could have gone wrong did go wrong
up to a point--but the automatic safety
devices built into the plant's system
undid them in the end--they vetoed
Murphy's Law," he said.
"The 'We Decade' should be the
acronym for the 80's," said Murphy,
explaining that the solutions for the
problems confronting the world
should be long-term, rather than "using a little putty here and a quick patch
there to get us through the worst of an
immediate crisis," he said. Murphy
added that solutions should be based
on the knowledge that no nation can
be entirely self-sufficient, and strength
comes not from division among nations, but from unity.
Murphy has been Chairman of the
Board and Chief Executive Officer of
General Motors since 1974.
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Liberal Arts Conference Planned
seminars," said Spolzino, "students
will attain a better understanding of
the value of a liberal arts educationboth to themselves and to the prospective employer."
"The thing that encourages me, is
that the program has something
valuable for everyone. It's good for
upperclassmen, but also important for
freshmen and sophomores as well, so
that they can learn that a liberal arts
degree can be marketable-that they
won't be wasting their time," conclud.
ed Spolzino.

Grad Housing Studied
representation on the planning committee. The undergraduates must remain the primary concern when it
comes to housing."
"We realize that undergraduates are
our first concern" said Stott. "Next
week Associate Dean of Students
Schuerman will be meeting with the
Student Life Planning Committee to
tell them of what we have done and
ask for their advice in long term planning for graduate housing. In this way
we will involve the undergraduates in
the planning stages and consider their
views.
Stott recently organized a committee
to investigate the need for graduate
housing at Georgetown. "We are,
Stott emphasized, Georgetown
University. Graduate students are as
much students as undergraduates and
we must remember this. Even though
they may be more able and willing to
live off cainpus there is more to oncampus housing than just a place to
crash and' we would like to involve
them in this."

Burglar
Caught
A man with ten prior arrests for
burglary was apprehended by G.U.
Protective Service officers in
Henleville on Sunday night, for
allegedly attempting to sell stolen
goods to student residents.
According to a GUPS spokesman,
the man was detained by students who
were suspicious of his uninvited entry
into their apartment. Reportedly, the
five-foot, eight-inch suspect was
wrestled to the ground by the students,
and held until Security arrived.
Lt. Jeffrey Horton of GUPS told
the HOY A that it is believed the man
had $400 worth of stolen items in his
posseSSion, which had been missing
from four Henle apartments and
rooms
in
Reiss
Science
Building.Horton added that the rooms
had been left unlocked by students and
professors.
"People only have to leave their
doors unlocked once to learn their
lesson," Lt. Horton told the HOY A,
"but it's a tough lesson they learn."
Horton claimed that possibly as many
as 80 percent of the thefts on the campus are due to unlocked doors.
The suspect was apprehended for his
first time at G.U., but according to
Horton, the man had ten previous arrests in D.C. in similar incidents. The
most recent arrest occurred on
January 23, Horton said, explaining
that the suspect was free on presentence release.
Among the items found on the
suspect were a class ring, a clock-radio
and a tennis racket, all missing from
students residing in Henleville. The
goods have been returned to their proper owners.
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Discussion Slated for Gaston Hall on M~nday to
Mark lOOth Day of Embassy Takeover in Tehran'A panel discussion on the issues posed by the Iranian crisis- plus an inter-'
faith religious ceremony involving the
Islamic, Jewish, and Christian
religions- will be held Monday evening
in Gaston Hall.
The affair, which is being publicized
on all area campuses and whose purpose is to "break the ice" between
American and Iranian students, has
been scheduled to coincide with the
first anniversary of the Iranian revolution.
By coincidence, that date will mark
the lOOth day in captivity for the

American hostages.
, A group of ten to fifteen
Georgetown students have organized
the affair, which Campus Ministries
and the G.U. Lecture Fund are cosponsoring.
Eric Salonen (SFS '81), one of the
students involved, commented that
"people have been speaking past each
other."
Americans are justified in being
concerned about the hostages, he added, "but we haven't stopped to think
why they were taken hostage.
Regardless of whether the action was

Dr. OsmanShineishin of the Muslim
Student Association, who will speak
on morality in international affairs.
The speaker's presentations will be
followed by a discussion period, during which the panel will ask the audience questions.
Andrea Smith (SFS '81), another of
the student organizers, said no speaker
from the State Department or the CIA
was invited because "we don't want to
turn the affair into a debate." '
However, Salonen said that they
had invited personnel from the Center
for Strategic and International Studies
to sit in the audience, so that there
. would be a balanced viewpoint.
Smith commented that the other
students and she had been inspired to
organize the affair by a similar presenfloor entrance to Gaston Hall.
ta
tion they viewed at American
Because the fires were so much
,
alike, GUPS believes that a single University last month.
Both Iranians and Americans have
suspect or set of suspects set the
blazes. Several possible perpetrators great misconceptions about each
are now being questioned, Horton told other's cultures and political systems,
she noted. Each side views the other as
the HOYA.
Horton also pointed out that . "polarized" in a particular viewpoint,
although there have not been incidents according to Smith.
like this one so far this year, they' have
S tarting February 8th...
not been unknown to G. U . in previous
you
can make reservations
years. He also remarked that nearby
for daily mobile transportaAmerican University has been experiencing a Tash of such fires at the
tion to the 1980 Winter
present 'time.

Newsbriefs

,justifiable or not, we need to determine the motives behind it."
Speaking at the affair wiil be
Thomas Ricks, G.U. Professor of
History who last semester called for
the Shah's extradition on a local radio
program, and who visited Iran during
the holiday break.
Also on the panel will be Rev. John
Walsh and Rev. Charles Cesaretti,
who accompanied Ricks on his trip.
Walsh will present a slide show detailing alleged abuses by the Shah's secret
J
police.
The fourth panel ,member
be

will

Arson Suspected In Healy B'ldg Fires
Four fires broke out early Monday
morning in Healy building. Officials
believe they were apparently all set by
the same person, as they occurred
within approximately one hour, and
were scattered throughout the
building.
Although the damage done by the
fires was not extensive, G.U. Protective Service spokesman Lt. Jeffery
Horton, drew parallels between these
incidents and other more serious ones
occuring on nearby campuses. Horton

claimed that the fires were similar in
origin to one started this weekend at
the University of Maryland. The
Maryland blaze forced two co-eds to
jump from their dorm windows in
order to escape injury.
According to Horton, the first two
fires were discovered at I :25 a.m. in
the Healy basement Men's and
Women's restrooms. At the time of
discovery, most of the burning papers
were extinguished. Then, "shortly
thereafter," by Horton's account,
similar paper blazes were found in
Healy room lOS and near the third
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Dr. Rubinstein's

Come dressed as your favorite
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PREP COURSE

for April 26, MCAT
and April 19, OAT
Classes in Holiday Inn,
Rosslyn, Va
March 2,9, 16,23,30
April 5, 13, 15
Starts 6 PM, Sun. March 2nd -,

The 2nd Annual HOYA NIGHT
Saturday, February 9th, 8:30-2 am
Walsh Building Hall of Nations

32 HOURS--$150

BEST DRESSED
Awarded a ,Gift Certificate at
,The Georgetown University Shop

No extra charge for
repeating course

Call 963-0322
Sponsored by
the G.U. S.L.H.

Only $2.00!
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Georgetown Director of Financial A nation8J recruitment program is
Aid Kenneth A.Kohl has written a . now completely organized, said
book entitled Financing College . Deacon, so "we have our finger in all
Education,which is expected to be Over the country."
rele\iSed later this month. According
Last year Georgetown accepted 300
to Kohl, the book deals with "the fewer applicants than the previous
whole area of college selection and year, stated Deacon. While this does
how to pay for your education." not affect the number of enrollments,
Kohl stated the book is for parents he explained, it does increase the
and students who are often frustrated figures on GU's competitive quality.
and confused by the language of financial aid forms and officers. Kohl's
The majority of the Georgetown
wife, who has worked as a'high school
women questioned in a Student Health
guidance counselor and co-authored Survey stated that they would utilize
the book, "helped to' translate into
Student Health facilities if a
normal English.", according to the
gynecologist were available. Student
director.
Health distributed the survey, in"We tried to get away from trade cluding questions pertaining to
buzz words," said Kohl, "I think the
women's health care, to 750 GU
book is very readable. Some of it is women last semester. According to
based on students and families we Student Health Administrator, Linda
knew- it deals with legitimate problems Kinkaide, only 202 or· 270/0 of those
and points out real answers and op- surveyed responded to' the questions:'
tionaire.
According to Kohl. many high
A report made by the Student
schools have inadequate guidance
Health based on the survey results and
COUnselling programs. "I think this is
other information stated that, "We
a book that is definitely needed," he
conclude that even with variables
stated .
aside, a potential market for the service of a gynecologist at GU Student
The number of applicants for
Health has been identified."
Georgetown's undergraduate schools
According to the report responses to
has nearly doubled during this decade
a question asking for students' comaccording to Director of Admissions ments on how to improve
Charles Deacon. In spite of a national gynecological services at SH were
decline in the number of college age
predominantly, "Get a gyn!" and
students, applications to Georgetown
"Get Birth Control!"
have risen 7 percent this year, said
Kinkaide told the HOYA that,
"Those women who choose to use a
'Deacon.
private gynecologist or a family planThe overall quality of Georgetown
applicants has also improved, added
ning clinic are frequently seeking birth
Deacon, since there have been signifi
control. Given the prohibition against
birth control at GU, this trend can be
cant increases in high school averages
and SAT scores. Deacon stated that expected to continue." ,
Georgetown is also receiving more ap
Student Health now has ar, plicants from the southern and western rangements with a' division of GU
regions than in the past.
Hospital providing students with
Deacon attributed these im
gynecological services. The serviceswill
provements to greater recognition of be provided upon referral by a staff
, GU's name due to media involvement.
member. An additional fee, which will '
be less than that of a private physician,
will be charged, said Kinkaide.
According to Student Health Advisory Board Members Martha Cohen
(SLL '81) and Carol Cullen (CAS '81).
funds have been approved for a Student Health gynecologist for fiscal
year 1981.
'

r·· Temporary Employment

: Men 18 or older: $175 to $500 may
be earned by' subjects in drug
development studies at research
facility near University of
\1aryland Campus. For details, call
3IO-MED, Inc. Monday through
<'riday, 9 AM - 4 PM. 882-0977

to register or for information
-In Virginia call collect-

Appiicati'ons for
District Action Project
(1 st floor Copley)
are now available from
Jeanine Fay-109 Copley
or Office of Residence Ufe101 Old North.
Deadline-Thursday, Feb. 14

Area Code 301

M~sion ofStudent

Understanding

MondaYI Feb. 11, 7pm
the
lOOth Day American
Embassy Takeover

7:00 PM

1st Year Anniversary
of Iranian Revolution

9:15 PM

Presentation & Slides

Open Dialogue

.mMembers of Clergy Delegation
Reverend Charles Cesaretti
Dr. Thomas Ricks
Reverend John Walsh
Dr. Osman Shineishin

--Audience Participation
Moderator:
Fr. Larry Madden, S. J .

Gaston Hall
GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY

ADMISSION, FREE

JOIN USI
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Education In The Nation
titiously corrected their mistakes.
Lynn R. Kahle,· the social
psychologist who devised the experiment, is (:onductipg a separate
study on women students.

Undergraduate enrollment at
American universities and colleges
will decline between S and 15070
over the next 20 years, according to
the final report of the Carnegie
Council on Policy Studies in Higher
Education.
This'decline will affect different
types of educational institutions
and different segments of the
academic community in varying
ways.
Hardest hit will be the smaller
liberal arts colleges who do not
have the option of lowering their
admission requirements to attract
additional students. Many will have
to shut down or severly restrict
their curricular.
Least vulnerable will be the more
selective liberal arts schools and'
major research universities. These
(the report states) have high admission requirements which they can
lower to keep enrollment up, and
draw their applicants from a national rather than a regional pool.
Students will benefit from the
trend and may. experience a
"Golden Age," according to the
Carnegie report.
They "will be recruited more actively, admitted more readily, retained more assiduously, counseled
more attentively, graded more considerately, financed more adequately, taught more conscientiously,
and placed in jobs more insistently.
The curriculum will be more
tailored to their tastes."
On the other hand, colleges and
universities may compete for applicants in "destructive ways-including false advertising, easy
academic credits, soft courses, and
grade inflation."
Professors may find themselves
in a bind. -"All faculty members
will face real losses in income," the
report predicts, "and some will lose
their jobs."
By 2000, there will be far more
faculty members over 65 than 35
and younger, according to the
Council's findings.

.* •••

A Catholic University student·
miraculously escaped death last
month after he fell6S feet from the
top of a dormitory building. .
The student, Tom McGlynn, suffered a fractured skull and a broken
shoulder, knuckle and ribs, according to the CU student newspaper

The Tower.

/

However, he suffered no permanent neural damage, and as of last
week was in fair condition at the
Washington Hospital Center.
McGlynn reportedly was attending a party in Gibbons Hall, when
he and three campanions decided to
climb one of the building's towers.
On the way down, McGlynn "slipped and fell to the ledge and then
rolled from the top of the building
to the ground"
John Byrne, Assistant Director
of campus security at CU, was
quoted as saying "we can never
make any instituion totally safe as
long as they (the students) don't use
common sense."
George Washington University
received an unusal gift last
Christmas--25,400 pennies.
The coins--totalling $254 and filling six bags--were presented to the
University's Annual Support Fund
by an anonymous donor.
Over half were in rolls, but the
remaining 12,000 had to be
counted.

•••••

Sorority members invited to a

carilpus had to escape through a
window when the affair became
rowdy.
Nineteen members of the Alpha
Omicron Pi sorority claimed that
the fraternity members exposed
themselves, doused their guests
with drinks and pulled at the
women's clothing, according to
University of Maryland's Diamond
Back.

They also complained that the
frat hall was "obscenelY
decorated" and the party was attended by a Santa Claus bearing
"disgusting gifts."

Three AU Students Held as Suspects
Copley Resident Assaulted in Room
By Tamar Pachter
HOYA Managins Edilor

A student was assaulted last Wednesday, January 30, in his dorm room on
fourth Copley by three students from
American University.
According to Leuitenant Jeffery
Horton of GU Protective Services, the
three students entered Copley, most
likely through a propped door,
avoiding security. They proceeded to
the Copley RHO where they requested
and were given the student's room
number.

Ne~ Em~rgellcy

Proceeding to the student's room
the three AU students became involved
in an argument about some money
alledgedly owed them' by the Copley
resident. GUPS reports that the three
students tried to 'remove a stereo
receiver from the room by force, and
when their efforts were resisted, they
assaulted the Copley resident.
At this point, the roommate of the
student being assaulted called GUPS,
who arrived in time to apprehend the
three AU students.
According to Leuitenant Horton,

Transport Proposed

continued from page 1

'Sam Brown. University Insurance
Director, read over our proposals,"
she continued, "and said that there are
no problems with what we suggested
involving University insurance.'
'Dean Stott has given his O.K., so
we expect no problems. The problem is
pressuring Stott to implement the proposals. He has to improve the accountabilities and he needs to make sure.

that the proposal is acted upon quickly," she added.
Whitehead concluded in saying
"The thing to stress is that GUPS
should be the centralized location for
handling emergencies... The original
emergency procedures were good; they
just weren't being followed."
In an interview with the HOYA ,
Brown noted, "The ambulance service

is acceptable." "There have been instances when responsiveness has been
something to be desired. If this [new
service] is necessary, the financial
responsibilities of staffing and maintaining must be studied. The vehicle
would certainly have to be insured.
which would cost money. the abest insurance is protecting your own risk.
The very best insurance is not in any
policy. "

r----------NAUTILOS

RADICGEORGETOWN80

The

IS NOW IN
ROSSLYN!

Committee

Organized To Bring Radio
Back to Georgetown.
Call Jeff at 625-4511,
. weekdays. We could use
your support.
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Almost half of all male college
students will cheat on their exams if
given an opportunity. an experiment conducted at the Univ. of
Michigan revealed.
.
According to an article in the

UlCltiltlal

c••

The NAUTILUS person is a man. a woman. a youth, tall.
short, thin, overweight, weak. or strong. We are devoted to
taking you from where you are to where you want to be within
physical limits. Call for an appointment and we'lI show you
what we mean.

244-1456
Come Vi5it Our Center

TEST PII£PAllAilOIi
SPECIAlISTS SIIICE 1931
4201 Connecticut Avl.. H.W., WntliIItt••, D.C. 20001
Cenlers in Major US Cilies Toronto. Puerto Rico and Zurich. Switzlrlalld

Chronicle of Higher Education,
218 males were given vocabulary
and reading comprehension tests,
and then allowed to see the correct

Rosslyn Nautilus Center "The Path to Health and Fitness"
1719 Wilson Boulevard, Arlington, Virginia 22209
Telephone: (703) 524·0000

l

Tutors Needed
In Business
StatistiesJ Philosophy
and Physles.

Send now for latesl c:ata/pg.

-Tutors Will Be Paid
a Reasonable Rate.

Thousands of lermpapers 01) all
subjects. Enclose $5.00 10 cover
return poslage.
.'

ESSAY SERVICES
67 Yong' SI.. SUile *504
Onfa/id. C~"rt<H t
MSe lJ.ll
.

Contact:

TNOftlo,

Monica F. Rascoe
Center for Minority Student Affairs
208 Maguire 1625-4211

(416\ 36J3.6549 .
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Mymajor is math
. is Zen
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a 10.
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BEE.R
FOR BEER LOVERS
Campus Representative
Call Tom Coerdt, Ph. 333-2919
Potomac Distributing Co. 927~3600
Party Truck Available ............... Kegs. Cases, Fun!
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You've heard all the wonderful stories ab
e seventies; now
read about the real and disturbing stories that we experienced in
the seventies. It's all in the February 1980 special tenth
anniversary issue' of National lampoon - plus pages of the
winners of the National Lampoon contest of nude girl friends
with buckets over their heads.
And for fans and collectors, the issue will include a complete
history of National lampoon from its beginning, including its
special projects, such as record albums, radio shows, live
comedy productions and, of COllrse, National Lampoon's
Animal HOllse - how they came about and how we cornered
the market on the best 'comedy performers, such as John
Belushi, Gilda Radner, Chevy Chase. Bill Murray, and many
more.
.
sale now.

10's

deSelVe

flowers.
Especially for
Valentine's Day. So
if you've got a 10 on
your mind, now is the
time to send him or
her a very special
Valentine: The
FTD Valentine Bud
Vase. It'll work, because lO's know they
deserve the best.
The FTO Valentine Bud
Vase is USUally available for
less than $10.00. As an in·
dependent businessman,
each FTO FlOrist sets his
own prices. Service charges
and delivery may be
additional. Most FTD
Florists accept American
Express and other major
credit cards. '~1980 Florists'
Transworld Delivery. We
send flowers worldwide.

---_ .... ------------_-.
'Conveniently located 2 blocks west of the Rosslyn Metro Station

Horton cautioned against blaming
Residence Life for allowing address information to be given to University
outsiders. "After they (the AU
students) had gotten through the first
line of defense they (the RHO staffers)
thought they were supposed to be
there," added Horton.
Maureen Smith, Resident Director
for Copley and Village A said in an interview that Residence Life has instituted "a new policy for the RHOs
and University Information. No addresses will be given out over the
phone. In order to get addresses, one
will have to present a valid GU identification card."

There's something

Funny...

~

TM

The Rosslyn Nautilus
Fitness Center is now
open. Our professional
staff is more than friendly
faces. Our instructors are
here to promote the very
objectives which bring you
here in the first place HEALTH and FITNESS.
They'll answer your ques·
tions. correct your form.
and push you to accom·
plish your goals

the "complainant wanted to charge
the individuals, and based on that
Metropolitan Police was called." The
three AU students were "officially
charged with assault. One individual
was charged with destruction of
property--over $200--which is a
felony," said Horton.
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•••in Georgetow'nl
It's the Port 0'
Georgetown Comedy
Club!
Take a break &
laugh at the comedians, magicians,
comic musicians, etc.
every Tues.
(through Sat., Feb.
.12-16 .
There's a $2.00
cover charge.
Call 338-6600.
Jim Tam & David
Willis,

the M St. MalPcian.

Port O'Georgetown

OPEN HOUSE
FRIDAY
FEB 8 4:30
COME MEET
G.U. STUDENTS IN
THE ROTC PROGRAM
HARBIN LOUNGE
@ArmyPOTe
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Why 'Go Into Washington,
When Washington's Best Pizza is located just
Across the river in Rosslyn?

TINO'S

Serving Sandwiches, Cocktails and Hor d' Ourves.

Welcoming Students Back to School
With Two Great Specials:
--Any Pizza Half Price With a GU Student 10 .
Good Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
--With Any Pizza and a 60 oz. Pitcher of Beer,
Get the Next Pitcher for a Dollar.
Good Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays.

Helping you
say it right.

Offer Good Throughout the Semester From 5 pm to 11 pm Mon. - Sat.
1901 Fort Meyer Drive
Phone: 524-1904
CARRY OUT SERVICE AVAILABLE

)
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A GoodStart
On Monday a group of Georgetown students- degenerate into a harangue against the im-in conjunction with Campus Ministries and the perialists or the terrorists. Those attending
Lecture Fund, and with the cooperation of stu- should come prepared to listen first and react sedent leaders on other area campuseS-Mare spon- cond.
'soring a Forum on Iran.
Secondly, we urge that stndents' active inThe affair will feature on interfaith ceremony terest in foreign affairs not stop in Iran and end
'involving the Islamic, Christian and Jewish with the resolution of the present crisis.
religions--the first of its kind at Georgetown--in
There are many countries in the world where
addition a panel discussion featuring speakers oppression and violation of human rights are
who have first hand' knowledge of the current taking place. The State Department recently
situation in Iran.
released a list of such countries .
. The event in itself is unlikely to free the
Students should strive to keep well-informed
hostages, or bring any major change in relations on foreign affairs; they should work on behalf of
between the US and Iran. However, it is suc- , repressed peoples, and for a foreign policy which
cessful in removing some of the misconceptions represents America's interests without resorting'
American and Iranians have about each other, to exploitation and confrontation.
and dispelling stereotypes, then it will have serv
If, in the same spirit of understanding which
ed its purpose.
motivated Monday's forum, we can help to preWe only have two suggestions.
vent future Irans from occurring, maybe ,the
First of all, Monday's forum should provide a spectre of a renewed military draft need never
spectrum of different viewpoints, and must not' materialize,

." 4 BVWC.~ of 'B~C::I..E1?IE.s,
y~r,M~GUPS

/3 HOULD DO .5:>ME.$/!6 )fJt) !.Pf,J

\oJ) Jl)ST SA,(IN6Y:100VBY~" TO
MY l?OOMI~

MoM. "

Doub/eEdged Sword
It cuts both ways.
the future. Expecting GUPS to protect us from
Often the campus newspapers, the student forced entries in secured dorms is one matter;
government, the faculty, and just about leaving our doors unlocked and hoping to wake
everyone else here have criticized the Protective up in' the morning and find nothing missing is
Services for failing to keep Georgetown safe. Yet quite another.
a recent incident in Henleville illustrates that
At a time when Protective Services ability to
when it comes to making GU secure, there are
keep the campus safe from rapes, thefts, assaults
two sides to the story.
, and burgalaries is being questioned, members of
GUPS apprehended a young man trying to
the University community should first ask
sell goods stolen from Reiss Science Building
themselves if they are contributing their part.
and from Henle residents. The burglar needed
Recent GUPS seminars to teach students how to
no particular skill to perpetrate the thefts -- all
prevent rape, to mark property with identificafive entries the thief made throuugh doors left
tion numbers, all steps in the right direction.
unlocked.
This time the students recovered all $400
If Georgetown is to be a safer place, everyoine
worth of stolen items but University students, must do his or her part, and not expect GUPS to
faculty and administrators have not always been bear the entire burden. Making GU more
so lucky in the past, and may not be so lucky in secure starts at home--by locking our doors.

Assistant Director ofNational Securities Studies
Program Cites Errors and Misunderstandings
To the Editor:
On January 25, The HOYA printed
a story about the National Security
Studies Program that contained
serious inaccuracies and misleading
allegations. I am writing this letter in
response to ~orrect any misunderstandings about the Program that the story
may have engendered.

1. The National Security Studies
Program relies on student tuition for
its fmancial support. The University
did receive a three-year grant from the
American Security Council Education
Foundation which enabled the University to begin the Program without concern that it might be an economic
drain on University resources. The
Program has not received funds' from
any other source, although it is hoped
that the high quality of its educational
endeavors will attract support from
other organizations.
2. The National Security Studies
Program is not' 'right-wing," nor does
it promote any political viewpoint. It is '
a professionally-oriented, graduatelevel course of study designed to serve

the needs of career people in the
defense community.
3. We recognize that as part of a
Catholic institution, we have certain
moral obligations to discharge.
Therefore, we insist that all students in
our Program attend a series of
seminars concerned with the ethical,
legal, and moral implications of national security policymaking. Indeed.
we believe that we require more ethical
and legal education of our students
than any other program of comparable
nature in the nation.

The National Security Studies Pro·
gram is the best program of its kind in
the country. While Georgetown has
~many fine academic departments and
programs, how many of them can
make such a claim? We intend to continue expanding the National Security
Studies, Program, secure in the
knowledge that it promotes the best interests of the University and the nation.
Loren Thompson
Assistant Director

Pro-Life Display Defended
To the Editor:
A subject as critical as abortion
demands that candid informational
displays be made available to the
pUblic. The December display in Lauinger used pictures and words to carry
the message.
The severity of the photos reflects
the truth on abortion, the waste, the
destruction. But to avoid use of such
photos is not ,"discretion," it is an

omission of a primary truth; it is a lie.
Perhaps people thought portions of
the display "tasteless and offensive"
because they presented simple truths
on the killing of infants, which is ad·
mittedly tasteless and offensive, to say
the least.
The truth can hurt and leave one
disgusted, hopefully disgusted enough
to speak out against abortion.
Laurie Galloway
CAS '81
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KoachlJSA React to GU Fundraising'Mission
To the Editor:
was presented as fact--fact which they
This letter must address both the claim to have gathered from their tour
HOYA's February 1 article entitled of six Arab countries.
"Dean Krogh Visits Middle Eastern
At least two members of the group,
Countries", as well as the delegation's Doctors Hisham Sharabi and Michael
decision to voice political statements Hudson of the CCAS, have long been
ostensibly formulated from their ex- affiliated with, and supporters of,
periences while serving as members of Arab causes. Therefore, implying that
a Georgetown fundraising mission.
their views are based solely on a
In all fairness to the delegates, it careful examination of the facts
does seem that the HOYA reporter gathered during this trip is misleading.
singled out only their political 'The debate over what these GU ofstatements. However, one must also ficials actually said has been held for
question the judgement of the • decades. We do not expect to resolve
delegates in propagating their own the issues at Georgetown, although
political views through what is pur- certain inconsistencies should be
ported to be a non·political fundrais- understood.
ing mission. Not only do we object to ,
Hudson stated "If the U.S. wishes
their use' of this forum, we find it to preserve the status quo .. .it should
suspect to connections linking dona- support the PLO." Articles 7,9,10 and
tions of funds from Arab countries 14 of the Palestinian National Covewith Georgetown support for certain nant maintain the' revolutionary
political views.
~'character and goals of the PLO. A
In addition to the issue of when our revolutionary group, by definition, is
representatives chose to make their committed to changing the status quo.
views known is the question of what
In addition, Sharabi said "The re-

cent Islamabad conference (which denounced
Soviet
aggression)
demonstrated that Persian' Gulf
leaders are pro-West." Pro-West and
pro·Soviet, tendencies are not mutually
exclusive. They vary according to the
actions of the great powers in the Middle East.
Yet, if the Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan has turned the Persian
Gulf nations toward the West, logically, it must constitute a more serious
threat than that of Israel and Zionism,
contrary to Sharabi's statements.
Under no circumstances should
Georgetown representatives voice their
political views, or any political views,
as the result of a fundraising mission
for the University. In addition, unfounded political statements should be
exposed as such or revised after a
balanced and objective examination of
the facts.

--Lisa Gann '80
Chairperson of Ko'achlJSA

Reader Questions CSIS Expert's Energy Cures
To the Editor:
Three experts from the Georgetown
University based Center for Strategic
and International Studies are predicting "brownouts, blackouts, $3.00 a
gallon gasoline and rationing" to
become a reality for America in the
near future.
In the news release, Dr. Charles Ebinger, one of the three experts,
predicted that there will be an energy
shortage "if we don't go to nuclear
energy or coal;" and he advocated rationing and the imposition of a federal
tax on gasoline that would regulate at
the pump with a price of $2.00 to $3.00
a gallon.
I agree with Dr. Ebinger's bleak
forecast regarding America's energy
future. Why not? Isn't this the same
warning conservationists have been issuing for years?
Although 1 agree with Dr. Ebinger's
forecast, I disagree with his solution,
because his proposal would Il}ean conserving gasoline and heating oil in· a
manner that would protect the rich,
from sharing the burden an energy
shortage would create. The average

person will not stand for'such injustice
and it will lead' to a nationwide
political and economic crisis.
It is time for Americans to realize
that we must talk about the energy
crisis in terms of personal amd national survival, instead of in terms of
personal rights that are derived solely
from economic and political power,
Our government is still allowing the
manufacturing of electric gadgets, and
we" the people, are still buying these
outdoor advertising signs --by lights
left on at night in empty office
buildings·- by retail stores and shopping malls remaining open every night?
How many gallons of gasoline are be·
ing ,consumed by pleasure boats and
private planes that are flown simply
for enjoyment?
Higher prices will not control energy
consumption in these areas, even
though control here would result in the
least harm.
Should high school students drive to
school even though buses are avilable?
Should they joy ride after school or on
weekends? Higher prices may reduce
gasoline consumption in these areas,

but I believe it would make more sense
to issue restrictive drivers' licenses that
would permit high school students to
drive to work and possibly on
weekends, but not to school.
America is facing a very difficult
energy problem, but it is not a problem
that can be isolated from other
economic and political problems.
because it is only one of many foundation blocks of our society. A solution
to our problems will require an interaction, of all segments of our
economy and a uniform sharing of the
burdens such interaction will create.
We cannot permit wealth to isolate a
small and selfish minority from carrying its fair share of this burden.
America's sense of justice is based,
to a very high degree, on the JudeaChristian principles. One of the basic
principles ofthese faiths is: "Love thy
neighbor as you love yourself;" 1
believe the basic challenge Americans
face is to live according to this principle.
Richard F. McCarthy

, Quotes of the Week
\

"Why is it that whatever hits the fan is never evenly distributed?"
..--Thomas A. Murphy, Chairman of the Board of General Motors at a Gaston Hall address.
"We'll call maintanance; they'll unlock the doors."
---University Center Coordinator Pat Metz, when asked by Student Senator Greg Sawers what would be done to
unlock the Healy basement doors in the event of a fire.
"Yes, I am an area head."
----Student Senator Ciqdy Urban, when asked to comment on her received new position with the Community Action
CounCil.
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viewpoint
Rostrum/Richard McSorley, S.l.

Rostrum/Douglas M. McCabe

Carter's Price
for Reelection
Far Too High

SBA Striving For Excellence of its Own

·One of the leading pioneers of the
nuclear age, Albert Einstein, said,
."With the release of energy from the
atom, everything about our way of life
has changed except our way of thinking; so we drift towards unparalleled
catastrophe." Carter's "State of the
Union" message illustrates the old
ways of thinking. He calls for registration and more nuclear weapons. This
we can do the
is the' old way: "In time of danger,
McNamara said.
mobilize more soldiers, more weapons
No one has disproved or chalIenged
and you will be more secure." The
McNamara's assessment of how the
nuclear age has changed that.
nuclear age has changed things. Yet
The truth in the nuclear age is that
politicians and generals go right on acno nation can defend itself against
ting as though nothing has changed.
nuclear weapons. More weapons and
That is why Einstein said we drift
more soldiers do not make us more towards unparalleled disaster.
secure; they increase the probability of
Compare McNamara's assessment
nuclear war by deceiving the people in- of what we need for deterrence, "400
to believing that a nuclear war can be megatons on target" with what we
won, and by adding more nuclear have: We have over 31,000 nuclear
weapons to an arsenal already forty warheads and are making three new
times larger than what we need for weapons every 24 hours. The Soviets
deterrence or defense.
have about 20,000.
A single 20 megaton bomb exploded
Three of our Polaris submarines
in central New York City would kill 1 could deliver more than the 400
million people through blast, firestonn megatons needed to devastate the
and radiation. This would amount to Soviet's larger cities, yet we have 41
ten times the battle deaths in all the submarines, plus planes, plus landwars in U.S. history. This is not im- based missles and we are building new
aginary. It is carefully docomented in weapons systems on land, sea, and air.
Nuclear Disaster by Dr. Thomas We are doing this so we can have more
Stonier and by other' sources.
weapons, more accuracy, more killBecause of the mass destruction power. Every new insanity we add to
, capacity of a single nuclear bomb, the arms race is copied by the Soviets
Secretary of Defense McNamara within four or five years.
argued before Congress in 1968 that
Against this background of nations
we need no more than 400 megatons gone mad building weapons of
delivered on target to destroy 90 destruction, Carter's call for registramillion of the enemy and 76 percent of tion and more weapons won't scare the
its industrial capacity. He showed by Soviets. It may help get Carter elected
charts that 800, 1200, or 1600 because he deceives the people into
megatons would only add one percent thinking he is scaring the Soviets. It
to the destruction of industrial poten- may build up the delusion that we can
tial. In simpler words he said, win a nuclear war, or that we can have
"Beyond 400 megatons delivered on a war with Russia without either of us
target, we are not deterring we are u~ing our nuclear weapons.
overkilling. We are wasting our time
Carter knows very well that there is
and our money building more no use in his winning an election if we
weapons, unless we want to raise the have a nuclear war. So he just plays
dust of cities already destroyed."
around with it and calls for registra"About war in the forseeable future tion without draft and more weapons
three things are certain. First, any war
without war. It may get him elected by
between nuclear powers risks thermomaking him appear as militaristic as
nuclear destruction of the world. Se- his Republican opponents. But is it in
cond, the Soviet Union can absorb all the direction of peace or even sanity?
the weapons we throw at her and respond with enough dev,astation to Rev. Richard McSorley, S.l.,
destroy. us as a viable society. Third, is a Professor of Theology.

Douglas M. McCabe, Ph.D., is an
assistant professor of industrial and
labor relations and of management in
the School of Business Administration. In this article, he provides the rationale of how a strong Georgetown
Business School will actually enhance
the strength and prestige of the
University.
What is a university? Ideally, it is a
teaching-learning environment in
which all the accumulated knowledge
and skills of the ages are preserved and
passed on, with improvements achieved through academic research. Ideally,
then, a university should not, as a matter of policy, favor one college over
others. As each new college is added to
a campus it should be nurtured with
care so that its quality will equal that
of its fellow colleges.
Georgetown University's School of
Business Administration (SBA) is a
pertinent example. It is in its formative
years. The job of the university administrators, SBA administrators, and
SBA faculty should be to help it
achieve the national recognition enjoyed by Georgetown's other professional schools. The Georgetown
School of Business Ad-

ministration should shine its own light,
and not merely reflect the luminosity
which the other schools have given to
the name "Georgetown."
Therefore, I would like to accentuate the fact that all parties (administrators, faculty and students) are
in the same boat and should be rowing
cooperatively toward the same port: a
healthy business school which will actually enhance the strength and
prestige of the University.
Georgetown University is older than
the District of Columbia, and it is fortuitous that the city of Washington is
today the pOlitical center of the world,
a center which, in the last few yeru-s,
has attracted many national and
multinational
corporations.
Georgetown's School of Business Administration would make the best of its
splendid opportunity to become a vital
force in the economies of the nation
and the world.
The Business School is capable of
becoming the prominent business
school in the nation's capital. The
years ahead will be critical in
Georgetown's program to develop its
Business School into a nationally and
internationally prominent manage-

Splitting Infinitives/Greg Kitsock

Cajoling Pahlavi to Return toHisHometown
The Shah of Iran is, to the Western still deserves a fair trail. And the odds which grant contestants fabulous
world, like an obnoxious relative who are sort of stacked against the defen- prizes for being sYly.
arrives at your home for a visit of in- dant when the same party is
The following scene will ensue:
Monty: You've chosen curtain
definite duration, raids your simultaneously serving as plaintiff,
prosecuting attorney, judge, and number three, Mr. Pahlivi, behind
refrigerator nightly, demolishes the
family car, and leaves the house a jury.(though it helps keep a backlog of which is a pack of camels and a blindcases from forming)
fold.
shambles
Shah: [s that all?
OearlY,what we've got to do is to
Then, when you obliquely hint that
trick, convince, or cajole the Shah into
Monty: No, those are merely acperhaps Uncle Charley should start
searching for his own apartment, he returning to Iran without letting it ap- cessories for your trip. Jay, tell Mr,
flashes a hurt expression and com- pear that the militants forced us to Pahlavi what he's won.
Jay: You've won a two week, all
repatriate the ex-monarch.
plains about what a callous wretch you
We could try to persuade the Shah expense-paid vacation in Iran!
always were.
Shah: Oh, shit.
But you can't throw him out that the students holding the American
Jay: You'll be escorted out the
because he saved your life during the embassy really weren't such bad
Korean War; or you promised your fellows, and only wanted to grant him backdoor of the studio QY a team.of
an honorary degree.
CIA agents and into the cargo hold of
mother on her deathbed that you'd
Or, we could switch the signs along a DC-1O standing by. Once we reach
look after him; or your simply afraid
of what the neighbors will say if your ,the Iranian border with those along Tehran International Airport, you'll
be welcomed by a delegation of
uncle hits the skids and starts , Panama when noone was looking.
If we can't shake the Shah this way, Islamic stuoents who will show the
panhandling for spare change.
In a similar waY,the U.S. and its we can resort to more devious hospitality of their country is famous
allies can't send the Shah back to Iran measures. First, we arrange for the for. As our guest at the American emwithout losing face and violating their Shah to be interviewed by Barbara bassy, you'll ...
Walters. Then we direct him to the
Shah: But I'd really rather have the
own code of ethics, in front of the
wrong stage, where he'll find in pro- litter of yaks, or the monogrammed
whole world.
Guilty though the Shah may be, he gress one of those daytime game shows horse trough.

Al Gator

by Paul Sutphin

Jay: Nonsense. As our guest ...
Shah: but can't we make a deal?
Listen, I have a Swiss bank account,
an ermine-lined tennis court
my own slightly used former secretary
of state ...
Monty: Take it like a man, Rezi.
Just think of life as a terminal disease.
Or how about appealing to the
Shah's vanity by telling him we're
filming an epic motion picture based
on his life, and starring him but the
deal includes a week of shooting on
location in Tehran ...

I

ment'school. The accomplishment of
this goal will strengthen the entire
University and will contribute to the
education of students in every school
at Georgetown as they prepare for
positions of leadership in a variety of
organizations and institutions which
require managerial and analytical aptitudes so important to successful administration.
It is significant that the General of
the Jesuits, Pedro Arrupe, S.J.,
recently encouraged 'his memebers to
emphasize social justice and a better
standard of living throughout the
world. The Georgetown University
School of Business Administration can
pursue these goals most fruitfully.
Whereas the liberal arts provide the
heart,' business administration provides the brawn in the making of a better world. Liberal arts delineate the
respective rights and obligations of individuals and nations by erecting proper theological and philosophical
foundations: but, on the other hand,
liberal arts cannot by itself feed hungry
mouths. Only business adminstration,
with its economic know-how, can do
that.
Schools of business adminstration
must turn out additional professional
managers competent to convert the
capital of stockholders into more and
better-paying jobs thereby raising the
standard of living and' levels of
economic and social justice of this nation's and the world's peoples. It is obvious that Georgetown's School of
Business Administration has a golden
opportunity to contribute to economic
and social progress both here and
abroad. It is young, vigorous and in a
critical period of development which
deserves the utmost support of the
University community.
A number of progessive ideas are
now being implemented in the
Business School. For example, an Executive in Residence Program was introduced in 1977-78. Practicing executives under this program visit campus, make presentations in regular
classes, and meet informally with
students. Furthennore, the<District of
Columbia Council Student Intern Program was initiated at the beginning of
the Fall 1978 semester. Here the
Business School provides the D.C.
Council with highly qualified professional students in areas such as
management, accounting and finance.
The D.C. project is a significant
Georgetown public service program.
An urgently needed building for the
School is being envisioned, together
with upgraded library acquisitions.
The Business School is currently in
the process of proposing the establishment of a Master Business Administration (MBA) program. The major ~bjective of the program is to provide a
rigorous theory-based education in
which business exigencies and management skills are balanced with social,
ethical, and environmental concerns in
order to produce liberally-educated
managers capable of making realistic
business decisions. The goal of the
proposed MBA curriculum is to bring
the available body of knowledge to
bear on management decision-making
in the private or the public sectors and
in the domestic or international
arenas.

The Ph Factof/Stephen

n: Mull

It is the consensus of the
Georgetown University SBA faculty
and administration that the institutionalization of the MBA program
would be a viable undertaking for
Georgetown University and would
enhance the strength and prestige of
the University.
The objectives of the MBA proposal
are responsive to the needs about
graduate education expressed by
Father Healy in his address to the
Georgetown graduate faculty in
November 1976. The Georgetown
School of Business Administration is

The Georgetown
University School of
Business Administration should shine its
own light, and not
merely reflect the
luminosity which the
other schools have
given to the name
~Georgetown. '
in a unique position to meet these
needs in the area of business and
management education. The School is
committed to a liberal education of the
whole person rather than narrow training of the specialist.
The Graduate School and the
Business School have received indications that organizations from both the
private and public sectors would
welcome the establishment of a center
for the study of regulatory reform at a
leading Washington, D.C., university.
The Center would provide a neutral
meeting ground where corporation
and labor leaders c.ould come together
with government to focus on the complex questions which surround increasing regulation of all business and soc
ial institutions.
Companies are earnestly seeking
minority students who complete the
rigorous Georgetown Business School
degree programs. More opportunities '
need to be provided for outstanding
minority candidates who meet our
high admissions standards but need
additional financial assistance in order
to realize their fuJI academic capability
in the demanding Business School curriculum.
The endowment of a chair in applied
management policy and planning
(Distinguished Executive Visiting Professorship) would pennit the School to
bring recently retired chief executive
officers to campus for an entire
semester of teaching and consultation
on curriculum development.
The composite picture for the future
of the Business School is a noble goal.
The stronger the School of Business
Administration is, the stronger the
University will be.
I recommend to the Business School
and the University the concept of
Daniel Burnham, the designer of
Chicago's incomparable Lake Front:
"Make no little plans! They lack the
fire to stir men's souls."

Exchanging Valuesfor Votes
In a turn of events no less dramatic
than an honest-to- goodness resurrection, Jimmy Carter in the past three
months has catapulted from the
darkness of a political tomb into the
shining light of saviorship. Critics
have turned tail and run before the
"new Carter" who has at long last
found his leadership ability and
resolve.
The truth is that the "new Carter" is
still the old one in a new environment:
the consummate politician exchanging
values for votes during foriegn crises
as well as the day-to-day operation of
political life.
Has Carter really been a leader in
the past few months? Or has he only
been responding as any other average
politician would? Again ,we see that
strange political phenomenon of a
crisis benefitting an incumbent - even a
crisis that may have been partially
caused by the incumbent himself.
The Carter administration is and has
been basically a reactive presidency
rather than an initiative one. 'Perhaps
it is the job of the president to respond
as popularly as he can to pressures of
the electorate and the world at large.
He must also lead, however, particularly when he promises to stand by
certain moral values or precepts.
Presumably, those values are why one
candidate is chosen over another.
. Carter is not leading, he is being led
- by the world's events and his preceptions of the electorate's opinion.
Paging through a handbook of
logic, it is amazing to the number of
logical fallacies that are typical of the '
statements and actions of Carter and
his surrogates. In the space of a few
months. we have seen arguments ap,pealing to fear (the Afghanistan
"crisis" as "the greatest threat to
world peace since World War n");to

the crowd (America standing up to the
Soviets in terms no less than rabblerousing); to a • misplaced regard for
authority("as President it is important
not to engage in political partisanship
or debate); and to antiquity
(Americans as historical defenders of
freedom and self-detennination).
Carter is clouding the legitimate
arguments that can be used against his
policies by his use of these fallacies.
Is Afghanistan the greatest threat to
peace since World War II? Greater
than the Vietnam war of which Carter
was an early supporter? Greater than
the American-inspired invasion of a
Soviet.ally in Cuba? American has not
been beyond the realm of threatening
world peace. While this does not excuse the disgraceful Soviet activity, it
should remind us that we have not lived in an ivory tower of peace and
brotherhood ourselves. Such lofty, incredible statements that attach such a
strategic importance to Afghanistan
are more than hyperbole and exacerbate current global tensions.
The president has never risen above
common politics leading the nation.
His administration has delayed needed
transportation funds to Chicago
because its mayor supports a political

enemy of the administration. He has
abandoned his human rights commitment by not only calmly accepting insults from a bloody dictator in
Pakistan, but by lobbying for $400
million in aid for him. In his attempt
to satisfy the ravenous cries of the
hawks, Carter, who once called the
abolishment of all nuclear weapons
our highest goal, did not repudiate the
Pentagon's thinly veiled threats of using tactical weapons against further
Soviet agression in the Persian Gulf.
He has pledged American lives to defend America's dependence on OPEC
oil, but has not used the powers
available to him that might be
politically unpopular to limit that gluttonous dependence(eg. rationing of
gas).
Is this leadership by any stretch of
the imagination? Leaders are elected
in part to take necessary actions that
are often unpopular.
If a leader
avoids this unpopularity, he loses his
integrity to lead. A leader striving
primarily to be popular is not a leader;
he is but an ineffective marionette,
manipulated by the whims of an electorate waiting to be led
Stephen D. Mull (SFS '80) is aformer
HOYA News Editor.

NOT GETTING THE GRADES YOU SHOULD''(
The Georgetown University
Reading and Study Skills Lab
offers help with
* Reading Comprehension
* Study Skills
* Test Taking Skills
* Time Management
* Speed Reading
Located in: The Counseling Center
Basement Loyola - 625-4081
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lCEM Helps Students Help Refugees
By Jim Hayes

.

'

HOYA Stoff Writer _ _

In a small townhouse at 1322 36th
Street, Georgetown University's Office of International Programs has instituted an innovative, and exciting experience in student volunteer service.
Mrs. Linda Gray, director of International Student Activities, with the
assistance of Mr. David Linebaugh
have made arrangements with the Intergovernmental Committee on European Migration (ICEM) to provide an
opportunity for a selected number'of
G.U. students to travel to various locations in the U.S., Europe, and
Southeast Asia, for the purpose of
aiding the Indochinese refugees.
The G.U. program is the first of its
type and may serve as an example for
other universities planning similar ac}ivities.
According to Mrs. Gray, many of
·the agencies which deal with these
refllgees felt that the idea of using
:students was "ridiculous." These
.agencies based their claims on the
presumption that they could get more
,qualified people, for example, people
fluent in Chinese. Eventually, Mrs.
,Gray and Mr. Linebaugh approached
ICEM and from this agency they
received support for their idea.
ICEM is an organization responsible
for the moving of many of the world's
refugees. The agency also provides
medical and transportation arrangements for the refugees while they
,are being relocated to their new home
,countries. Georgetown has thus far
sent two groups of students to work
with ICEM. Each group pal ~,cipates in
a six-month tour with the program.
The groups over-lap so that the
students who have been in the host
country can provide additional orientation for the incoming volunteers.
What do Gray and Linebaugh look
for when they choose a student to be in
the programs? The decision is always
difficult (last time there were fifty-five
applicants and only eight were
chosen). Generally all of the applicants
indicated in their interviews and applications that they could be flexible
and adaptable to new situations and
that they would be willing to do any
kind of work.
The last stipulation could be
especially important since, although
the work has its glamourous aspects, a
student might find himself laboring
ten hours copying refugee passport
numbers into a book.
Many of the students chosen have
travelled before or have studied

abr~ad.

Brother Can You Spare a Thou?

I
By Naney Park
Those chosen recie~~ the r~ward of ,
'"
HOYA Stoff Writer
excitement and travel. ASSignments
This is the first of a two part
ranged from Manny Miranda (SFS'82)
story on the Financial Aid Office.
and John Herzberg (GRD) in ICEM
Next week's article will feature
headquarters in Geneva to Paul
gripes by students receiving finanGlieberman in Kuala Lumpur,
cial aid. Responses are welcome.
Malaysia, to Mary Losty in San Francisco. Once chosen all of the students
An informational pamphlet on
rc;ceive an intensive two week orientaFinancial Aid' at GU reads:
tion.
"Georgetown will make every effort to meet the total financial need
of its students."
According to one freshman, this
effort is not a total success. He
grumbles, "The aid only covers the
school in general. It doesn't cover
the expenses--Jike going out to eat
or the movies. Also, I wasn't
prepared for the weather so I had to
buy all this new clothing,"
.'
Another student has a similar
complaint, "They don't take into
consideration the expenses of a
middle-class family. My father's
going into debt."
Perhaps students do not realize
the disparity between the number
of applicants and the availability of
funds. As a result, no student will
find financial aid to be a free ride.
Before receiving any of the "free"
money from scholarships and
grants, all students on Financial
Aid receive either a work-study
award, or a loan, which require a
Cambodian refugees awaiting help after crossing border.
time commitment or r~payment.

Le.slie Wilson (SLV80) and
LOUise Whitlock (SFS'80) have both
studied abroad, although not in Asia.
Mary Losty (SFS'SI) has worked a
summer in Guatemala. Michael Darn
(SFS'S2) has travelled and Paul
Glieberman has worked and travelled
extensively in Brazil. All of those
selected spoke at least one foreign
language profficiently.

While few students would be able
to say that they are completely
satisfied with the awards they are
receiving, the 'attitudes of the
students regarding the processing
of their awards vary. One student
ra~her ruefully gives a back-handed
compliment, "I'm not getting very
much, so what can they screw up?"
Another student says, "The
bureaucratic process--I think it's
ok. They're effective. They're very
polite." .
By contrast, one student claims,
'~They treat the stuQents who come
in and have problems probably the
wa~' they treat computors,"
An employee of the office
disagrees with the last view and
states, "If a student knows what he
wants, I think he gets understanding and the help he needs. I personalty involve myself with the student even when I know he doesn't
know what he's asking for."
Kenneth Kohl, Director of
Financial Aid at Georgetown,
reiterates, "The door's always open
in this place. We have yet to refuse
to discuss with a student a problem
with his account." He continues
with praise for the office staff, "I
think this is the nicest Financial Aid
Office I've ever worked at. I think
the employees .will really kill
themselves for the students. I have

'
yet to find one person who has
abused a student; sometimes it,
works the other way around."
Unfortunately, this last statement is true. Occasionally' a
frustrated student will come to the
Financial Aid Office and harangue
about the incompetence of its
workers. However, incidents of this
nature are extremely infrequent.
One employee says, "I have yet to
come up with ten rude, belligerent
kids· in my ten years here."
Director Kohl admits that the office is imperfect but explains
"You have to try to help a student
with problems. You can do it to a
limited degree. I have a whole
drawerful of federal regulations. I
am audited inside and outside. It's
a difficult task. I suggest that our
frustration is sometimes greater
than the students'."
Students often feel no incentive
to earn outside scholarships
because the FAO will reduce the
, amount of their other awards. Kohl
-criticizes this attitude, "He doesn't
give a damn about other students.
If all students had his view, we
would not be able to meet the
financial need of students that need
a GU grant, Students have to act in
the common interest of their
fellows."

A,. Limping, Hobbling Analogy Seems, to Stumble 'Through
By Mike Johanek
HOYA Staff Writer

Well, February is Black History
Month. I did try to get them to have
March as Czechoslovakian History
Month, but these editors would hear
nothing of it. We Czechs will just have
to ignore the world's abyssmal ignorance of Czech history, and maybe
push for a Learn- To-SpellCzechoslovakia Day.
Now Czechs are known for their
large families. A buddy of mine named
Stosh, on no effort of his own I assure
you, was born into a family of twelve.
I think about Stosh during Black
History observances. Somehow a limping, hobbling analogy seems to stumble through, Stosh qualifies as a real
nice guy in my book. He's intelligent,
friendly and all that, but somehow his
family never quite agreed. (You see,
Stosh has this huge black wart on his
face and what red-blooded Czech has a
huge black wart'?) They treated him

like dirt and over time Stosh got pretty
p_____ , well quite irritated. Everyone
left the weekend chores to Stosh, and
never Ief t h'1m aIone Iong enoug h t0 ge t
even minimum homework done.
Well, to make a long and boring
story short and dull, SlOsh kinda blew
.
I N 0 one rea.••
It y exIt .In h'Ig h SC h 00.
pee ted much and few could care less
anyway. But these things became
rather hairy when SlOsh saw the way
the cards had been stacked, and the
family felt the black sheep was becoming a pain in the lower backside.
Something had to be done. WeI, Pa,
who was really sensing the tension at
this point, thought for a second and
resolved everything. They.got Stosh an
apartment with a john, gave him some
bucks for food, and let him have his
freedom once and for all. The rest of
the family was really pleased that the
"Stosh problem" was water under the
bridge now, and Pa remarked that
finally Stosh had the same oppor-

declared, "What else could he want?
We had to help him that way! Don't
you
lovethehim
MaAlInever
brought
topicat upall?"
again.
was
quiet,
Stosh died yesterday. A cop found
him in the shower.
HI's obl'tuary never dl'sturbed the
family; I mean, they did all they could.
If only you had loved Stosh, you'd
know what they did was right for him.
And besl'des ' you're not Czech .
"--"y
It seems rather odd that a J"'JW
problem was resolved by the destruction of the original family. Of course,
"the solution" to "the Stosh
problem" eased the family's tensions,
and who, unless maybe they didn't
care about Stosh, could ever criticize
Pa for instantly solving the issue?
Well, maybe Pa didn't really find a

one more con;unon aspect of instant
resolutions when they're applied to
complex social problems: they rarely
k They d0 Salved the consCience,
.
wor.
yes, but they perpetuate the employment of social technicians (from the
top academic trade school!) by embedd'lUg f urt her aggravat'Ions WI'thin the
social mechanism. In the '60's adolescent America saw sharp manifestations
of black issu~s, and through the'70's a
host of formulations came down from
mountaintops claiming ultimate
resolve and castigating criticism as
rascist.·
The "instant solutions" had arrived
and a saran wrap lid was placed over a
pressure cooler, an d the che f s cou ld at
least leave the kitchen for awhile.
The alarming aspect concerning
black issues today is the lack of any
facsimile to a family spirit in solving
them. Discussion has ebbed away as if
the solutions are found and the problems are being resolved. Unfortunately, the data doesn't show this.

Some claim that instant solutions
are a known precipitate of bad consdence and a reagent for mishap. Many
"solutions" to black problems,
although a long time in arriving, claim
to be "the quicky resolution." We all
love instants. So the 'same adolescent
spirit that brings instant coffee, instant
food, and instant love, sells us a
myriad of instant 'answers to deeprooted social problems. The neat thing
about instants is that 1) ~hey take little
or no effort and 2) they ease the
frustrated psyches oddly enough produced by the instant society. There's

Director of Research, National Urban redneck, close-minded, fascist, bigot,
League, "Contrary to popular belief, rascist pig.
the jobless gap between blacks and
,You know, perhaps if we saw
whites continues to widen. By 1978, America as a giant prototype of that
the black jobless rate was 2.3 times hokey, outdated sociological
greater than the white jobless rate--the phenomenon called the family (to use
widest it has ever been." In addition: pop-psyche tenninology) we might
fmd real solutions. The time of guilt--while the real income of white
families rose four percentage points ridden social programs insulting blacks
during 1975-77, the real income for . by throwing money in their faces has
black families dropped 3 percent;
passed. The problems remain: If we
--while the number of white can only think through answers before
families below povery level dropped the saran wraps blows off.
But maybe I'm wrong. Maybe I
from 3.S to 3.5 million (1975-77), the
number of poverty level black families should just keep my mouth shut.

tunities as anyone else, Lucky Stosh,
they all said. Ma whispered at the table
once
that right
she wondered
was the
thing to whether
do, but this
Pa

~-------------------------------------------~~~~~it~~~~~~.

~~~w~~~a~,

rose, 1.5 to 1.6 million.
Add to this the fact that only 49.4010 of
black children lived with -both parents
d
'
1978, versus 8S .7a"0 a f white
unng
children. The'maternal morality rate
of blacks is three times that of whites.
In 1974, nearly one out of every three
blacks eXlste
. db eIow the poverty I eve,
I
an income of less than $5,038 for
family of four.
Immaturity speaks when one commands silence on controversl·all·Ssues.
The problems for Black America are
far from solved, and much information indicates regression. And yet, we
persist I'n squelching any OPPOsI'tl'on to
specific programs thruugh blanket
labelling. The stifling of dissension
through blanket labelling indicates the
deathgrip of white America upon instant quixotic pacifiers, and reveals a
dreadful fear of the collapse of effortless placations and other nonsolutions.
I apologize for being so vague. I'm
~~~~q~~W~~asa

BLACK HISTORY MONTH CALENDAR
February 12,
McGee.

Panel discussion on Race and the Middle Class. Conducted by Dr. Gwendle Mckell-Remy and Reverend Kyle

February 19, Greek Show and Disco at the Hall of Nations.
Cultural Simulation·Colloquium on Modern African History by Dr. Diane Zeller, professional lecturer and
February 20,
Executin Director of the SOciety for Intercultural Education, Tralnhig and Reseurch.
February 21, 1:30, Community Panel, An Analysis of the Role of Banks in the DC Community. Sponsored by GU Coalition
for Responsible Banking.
February 27,

Dumisani Kumalo, National Coordinator of the Campaign to Oppose Bank Loans to South Africa

February 28,
Andrew Young. Concentration on Black American's .Foreign Policy. emerging nations of Africa -- Status of
Black America.

ClassAds

JOHN CARPENTER'S liTHE FOG" ADEBRA HILL PRODUCTION
From the creator
Starring ADRIENNE BARBEAU, JAMIE LEE CURTIS, JOHN HOUSEMAN
of oIrHa11oween"
comes the ultimate
and !JANET LEIGH as Kathy Williamsl
experience in tet IOC
and starring HAL HOLBROOK as Father Malone
Produced by DEBRA HILL Written by JOHN CARPENTER and DEBRA HILL Directed by JOHN CARPENTER
Executive Producer CHARLES B. BLOCH an ENTERTAINMENT DISCOVERIES, INC. PRESENTATION Read the BANTAM Book
&AVCO EMBASSY PICTURES Release R
e .•'.
RUTRICTeD

AYCOl, ... II"'S1 Pt(tUR(S COfIP

-

UNIIER 17IUOUfll£S ACtDIIIP'A.TIIIIG

PARur OR AOUL T GUARDIA"

i

JOBS ON SHIPS, Men or Womenl
, A.merican, Foreign, No Experience reqUired. Excellent Pay. Worldwide
travel. Summer job or career. Send
$3.00 for information. SEAFAX, Dept.
0-8, Box 2049, Port Angeles,
Washington 98362.
Help Wanted··Postering on local
campuses. Flexible hours--Car helpful'.
Call 244-3010.
Trouble Picking a Major? Job hunting? Career Change? Do you know
what your aptitudes are? Our testing
service can help. Call Ability Potentials,
Inc. 345-2255 for brochure.
Jesuit Volunteer Corps recruiter on
campus Thursday, February 14, Healy
111, 12:30 pm-2:30 pm. Open to all
women and men interested in one year
of voluntary 'service in a wide variety of
social service/SOCial action positions
ranging geographically from New
England to Appalachia. JVC is now accepting applications for August
1980-July 1981.
Female Needed to assist in serving at
small cocktail buffet on the evening of
Saturday, February 16th. No food
preparation. Appropriate dress. '7-12
pm. $6/hour. Call 544-4781 evenings
or 872-3960 day. Ask for Beth.
Georgetown Radio 'SO looking for
would-be disc-jockeys, programmers,
broadcast journalists. Important
Meeting Wednesday Night at 7:00,
206 White Gravenor

*

Refriger~tors

*

Repair / Re(ltal

Y2 Semester Rental

,
,ONLY $28.75
•

Alex Chapman I 337-1728
Cameron Peters I 342-0184
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A DC' Dinner Th.eatre Disaster
"This 'is it?" demand several
characters surveying the shambles·
of a decripit apartment in the
Capital Dinner Theatre's latest venture, Barefoot In The Park. If this
question, is directed towards the·
dinner, the theatre, or the show, it'
is indeed valid.
Upon entering the theatre proper, one is overwhelmed--or rather
underwhelmed, The bizarre room
boasts luncheonette tables, reminiscent of a pizzeria. Charmingcrumbled plaster ceilings and
checkerboard tile floors only confirm suspicions that this room has
seen better days. A mirror-ball and
threadbare velvet curtains cover
peeling formica-inspired wallpaper
to round out this chamber of
tackiness and degradation.
The twenty-eight patrons sat
transfixed while the "live dinner
music" vocalist, Steven Miller,
crooned painfully lengthy versions
of such original tunes as "My
Way" and "I Left My Heart in Slln
Francisco. "
As an eccentric waiter extended
the invitation to dinner, it soon
became apparent that the entire
cast was waiting tables. We were
not expecting Rive Gauche, but we
had hoped to do better than Marriot. Paper plates and napkins,
plastic-ware, and a bounty of indistinguishable frozenvegetables-even Marriot has china and silverware!
Just before the delayed 8:20 curtain, a round of unconcealed
backstage hammering attested to a
little set mending. This evoked
more laughter than the sum total of

the show's gags.
Neil Simon's script is witty
enough; tht audience found itself
laughing in spite of the incredulous
acting.
Corie, supposedly played by
Merry 10 Cortada, is a free spirit in
search of some adventure like running "barefoot in the park." Her
lawyer husband, played with
refreshing adequacy by Tony Colomo, will have none of her wildeyed plans,
As their six-day-old marriage
heads toward divorce, Corrie's
mother becomes romantically involved with an eccentric upstairs
neighbor played by our friendly
waiter, Lee R. Norris.
The play concerns itself with the
struggle of relationships and raw
human emotion. Of course, none
of this is evident in Tony Colome's
direction.
This theatre brazenly maintains
the pretensions of a professional
club. Rest assured, it is not.
Perhaps the management and actors should recognize community
theatre in its own right and strive
for amateur perfection before attempting that taxing journey
towards the Equity card. Barefoot
in the Park is, in a word, tedious.
Overacting prevails, direction is out
of focus, the show does not flow,
and it is miscast. Moreover, any
production which gives special
thanks to C & P Telephone Co.
treads questionable ground.
Getting down to specifics ... the
stage-hands took an amazing five
minutes to "change" a set which
remained surprisingly the same; so
why the five minute delay? Also,

•

one actor is way out of his age
range playing a 58 year-old. Since
the play takes place in New York, a
general understanding of the city's
environs would have been effective,
Any fifth-floor brownstone apartment of W. 48th Street would have
a view of the fifth-floor
brownstone apartment across the
street at best, not a building
strangely resembling the World
Trade Center.
One good I1ote, the set was not
too bad; it might even be considered luxurious iIi comparison
with the room we were seated in.
All in all, it is a sad state of affairs if "D.C.'s Only Dinner
Theatre" resembles a cross between
a diner and Healy Basement's Program Room. When amateur actors
become stagnated with the false
superficiality of professionalism,
they should re-evaluate their
careers. It is ultimately depressing
to consider that there are other
places besides New South and Darnall where that kind of "food" is
served.
So "This is it?!" I hope not. I
hope that the Capital Dinner
Theatre cleans its act up both on
and off stage. This type of theatre
could provide a stimulating
challenge to Kennedy Center's
foothold in monopolizing the performing arts scene in Washington.
All told, the audience laughed more
during intermission than during the
show.
Unfortunately as Corie states,
"We've got to pay for all this color
and charm," And believe me--we
did, at fifteen bucks a clip.

--Jim Jones

Being There: It's All By Chance
His name is Chance. As the retarded
gardener for an elderly benefactor, he
has never set foot outside the old
man's yard. Since he has learned all
that he knows from television, Chance
is released into the world when his
guardian dies. What awaits him -where
will he end up? How about becoming
President of the United States?
Such waS the premise of Jerzy
Kozinski's highly· acclaimed· novel,
now a new I)1Otion picture, Being
There. Directed by Hal Ashby (also
well known for such films as Harold
and Maude, The Last Detail, and
Coming Home), Being There is an excellent adaptation of Kozinski's book
and one of the best pieces of film satire
since Sidney Lumet's Network. (One
would suspect that this "single-joke"
premise might wear thin rather quickly. But the acting, especially Peter
Sellers as Chance, and the screenplay
which was adapted by Kozinski, make
Being There an extremely entertaining
,
as well as insightful movie.
Chance watches television incessantly, changing channels every few
minutes with a remote control device.
So what does this retarded Everyman
do when threatened by an urban youth
gang but calmly take out his remote

control device and click it several times
hoping for a better reality on the next
channel. When a woman approaches
him with amorous intention, he takes
his cue from The Thomas Crown Affair and passionately kisses her until it
is time for a commercial.
Chance takes Washington society by
storm as Chauncey Gardiner ("I'm
Chance - the gardener".) And they
quickly give' a deeper meaning to every
simplistic reply that Chance offers. "I
don't read newspapers," - he does not
read because he can not read. Chance
is then applauded for his candor.
But television does not excite or incite Chance. Like most of society, it
numbs him as he sits staring blankly
ahead, comprehending nothing and'

Whirlwind on Cello

f

1

";L

Polish composer and conductor,
Witold Lutoslawski, conjures up that
elusive element of nature in his recently premiered "Novellete". Its diverse
orchestration portrays the wind's
dynamic range, Versatile strings dance·
o'er an airy . waft and whine and
whimper amidst blustery gales; playful
woodwinds flirt with the breeze before
they are swept away by a strong gust
into shrill squawking; muffled horns
rumble with the distant thunder until
cymbals and piano beckon the blaring
brass to join in the tempest. Within 18
minutes the musical excursion spins
five brisk movements, characterized
by freedom, spontaneity and discord.
This unmistakably contemporary
piece provides a daring, colorful study
of motion and mood, relying heavily
upon vigorous, disjointed solos rather·
than harmonious melody. Various instruments playing ad lib throughout
the score create a cacophonous effec •.
"Novelette" and the equally
abstract concerto which followed offered a fine sampling of the genius of
Rostropovich on cello. The National
Symphony Orchestra gracefully submitted to his mastery, reveling in
brightly adept accompaniment. Most
objections to this modern music lie in
its composition as opposed to its
technical
execution.
That.
Lutoslawski's pieces met with cooler
applause than the standard Dvorak
symphony which opened the program
implies that Kennedy Center's classical
music lovers are still skeptical of the
experimental, innovative new breed of
contemporary composers.
.

--Margaret Eustace

Champ, Beyond the Poseidon Adventure, Dreamer, ... And Justice For All,
and and Being There), this performance should earn him a third Oscar
nomination.
The entire film Being There is one of
the best films of 1979, but a few individual sequences are exceptional,
such as when Chance first ventures
forth into the world with the theme
from 2001: A Space Odssey ("Thus

Spraken Zarathrustrum'') echoing in
the background. Or Chance's comment while on an elevator, "This is a
very small room." Of course the
elevator attendent believes that the
witty Mr. Gardiner is only making a
joke, but Chance is serious.
Being There was released in New

'A World PremiereLutoslawski & NSO
Who has seen the wind?
Neither you nor 1...
-Christina Rossetti

moving only when a yoga or exercise
program orders him to do so.
, Tlie fact that Chance's dead-pan
character comes across so well is due
to Peter Seller's immense acting ability, which was most recently misused in
the idiotic, unfunny remake of The
Prisoner of Zenda. In addition to
Sellers, the rest of the cast, including
Shirley MacLaine, Melvyn Douglas,
Richard Dysart and Jack Warden is
superb with Warden being especially
noteworthy as the President. After appearing in five films last year (The

"Yes.No-!l understand."

York City and Los Angeles last
December and will qualify for the upcoming Academy Awards. Although
prediction now would be frivolous, let
it be said that Being There is a great
film and one that should not be passed
over by either the Oscars or you.
If you do go to see Being There and
it is highly recommended that you do,
be sure to stay right to the end as
Director Ashby has placed a gag or '
two following the credits.

-Bil/Henry

This colored girl'sPoetry
nappy edges by Ntozake Shange,
author of the play for colored girls
who have considered suicide when the
rainbow is enuf, echoes the various
rhythms of Shange's life as a black
woman. Her poetry, a rich composition of sensuality and sensitivity, uses
music as a source and an image.
'According to the author, the phrase
"nappy edges" describes the roots of
hair characteristic of many BlackAmericans, and appears within the
work as a metaphor to the exploration
of those roots, Through the use of
musical allusions and images, Shange
attempts to make her "tell-tale" signs
accessible to all.
The collection of fifty-four poems is
divided into five sections: (1) "things i
would say," (2) "love & other
highways," (3) "closets," (4) "& she
bleeds," and (5) "whispers with the
unicorn."
In all five sections, Shange uses
music to address the issues of poetry,
feminism, love, Black America, and
her coming of age. In the final section,
the poet synthesizes the plethora of
subjects.
Unified by the musical motif, the
collection functions as a unit, rather
than as a series of isolated poems, The
five parts are joined by quotes which
preface each section; such quotes not
only set the tone for each group of .

poems, but serve as transitions from
section to section.
Shange presents to her readers images taken from various forms of
Black music. Strands from songs are
woven into the texture of the verses.
As a result, the reader encounters
Duke Ellington's "A-train" and ·the
place "where stevie wonder sleeps in
a d no. whole note." (p. 32)
Visually, many of Shange's poems
assume various musical characteristics.
For example. the author frequently
uses abbreviations to represent sounds
in the same manner as a composer uses
notes to represent tones. For instance
"shd" for "should" and "yr" for
"your," exemplify her attempt to
create her own language, and her frequent use of the slash mark (I) in
many of her poems reveals a desire to
punctuate a verse in the same way that
a composer punctuates a measure of
music with a slash.
Shange is at her best when inviting
the reader to share a moment in her
life. The poems allow one to explore
the varying shades of the Black experience, ranging from city streets to
suburbia. However, Shange's aim is
not to provide a history of Black
America, but rather to intimately
record moments of her life as a Black
American woman.

--Sharon Harvey

Washington Ballet '80 With Choo San Goh
With sincere dedication and certain
talent the Washington Ballet has successfully begun its spring season.
The .first of the three Spring Series
programs opened on February 1 & 2
for three performances at Lisner
Auditorium. Each of the four dances
featured was a delight to both the ear
and the eye, for the music selection
was a perfect compliment to the
choreography.
Lighting and costumes were particularly remarkable, for they created
an aura of. anticipation which was
gratified every time by the artisticprowess of the the dancers.
The
program
opened
with "Untitled," a fresh and sunny
ensemble ballet set for ten members of
the company' and choreographed by
Choo San Goh. His ingenious patterns
of constant movement kept the
dancers springing and sliding to the
vivacious Vivaldi "Concerto No. 11 in
D Minor" from "Lestro Armonico,
Opus 3."
The simplicity of set design kept the
attention, of the audience on the
dancers in yellow, who darted like

frogs and spiders under a glaring
spotlight sun.
The Washington debut of "Meditation," a pas de deux choreographed by
Robert Steele, followed. Superbly set
to Tchaikovsky's "Meditation," the
'slew movement of "Souvenir d'un
Lieu Cher, Opus 42," this romantic
reverie was danced sur les pointes and
showcased the fluid adagio ability of
Julie Miles and Douglas Hevenor.
However, the silly grin maintained by
Mr. Hevenor throughout the dance,
detracted from the dreamlike atmosphere.
Gray Veredon's "Pelleas and
Melisande," a contemporary balletic
rendition of Maeterlink's traditional
tale of jealousy and its tragic climax,
was the next selection to be presented.
Schonberg's symphonic poem of the
same name provided the rich, dramatic
foundation for this haunting story. A
silk screen background with shadowy
shapes of leaves in tree-like arches and
dancers with free flowing hair and bare
feet open the dance. Lynne Cote sur
les pointes, gave an emotional and
strong performance as the ethereal

Melisande. Miss Cote tripped
noticeably once, but she recovered
gracefully,
An exceptionally well-staged scene
was the battle waged between the two
warring camps. At this point, the
lighting changed to a violent scarlet
and the male dancers fought in hushed
and stately motion like valiant figures
upon a Greek vase.
The final selection was "Double
Contrasts," an ensemble work set for
the company by Choo San Goh. It was
choreographed in the neo-classic vein
to Poulenc's "Concerto for Two
Pianos and Orchestra." This ballet
presented two sets of dancers, one
costumed in black, the other in white,
performing Goh's intricate, Iightningfast choreography.
This was a fascinating piece which
impressed the audience with the
perfect synchronization and skillful
dancing of the company. Hanging mirrored chips provided a flashing and
hypnotic backdrop to this dynamic
dance.

--Susan Robin Plan
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G.U. PRE·LAW SOCIETY
presents
SHERMAN L. COHN
Professor of Law, G.U. Law Center

"LA W SCHOOL?
Ask a Law Professor. "
Tuesday (February 12) 8:00 pm
White Gravenor 203

re interested

9

Army ROTC has more than -

6,000 four-,three-, and twoyear scholarships in effect at
any given time. And each
year hundreds are available
for which you may compete.
ROTC scholarshIps pay for
tuition, text books, educational
supplies and student fees In
additIon to $100 a month
tax fre~ allowance.
If you passed up Army
ROTC durIng your first and
second year of college, you
can enroll in our 2 or 3-year
program now!
But, more Important, you'll
be on your way to being a
LEADER and earning a commission
In today's Army-which includes the Army Reserve
and Army N,tlonal Guard-while earning a college degree.
For More Information

Call~

GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY ROTC

625-4087

ARMY ROTC.

lEARN WHAT
IT TAKES 10 LEAD.

.~
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Hoyas Trounce Seton Hall and Connecticut
Shelton,
Floyd
Pace
Five-Game.
Win
Streak
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Craig Shelton'S performances against BC and Connecticut earned him Big East
Player of tbe Week bODors.

i

Georgetown's basketball team
broke open a close game with twelve
unanswered points at the start of the
second half and later withstood a
Seton Hall rally to defeat the stubborn
Pirates 81-67 Wednesday night.
The Hoyas, 16-5 on the season, extended their winning streak to five
games and raised their Big East log to
4-1.
The home-team Pirates dropped to
10-11 overall and completed their first
year of Big East competition with a
dismal 1-5 mark.
Georgetown got off to a shaky start
and fell behind early, trailing 19-11
with just over twelve minutes remaining in the first half.
The Hoyas fought back arid tied the
game at 21 when John Duren threw a
behind the back pass to Craig Shelton
for a layup.
Duren, who led the Hoyas with 10
first half points, tied the game three
more times with jump shots before
Shelton's three·point play put GU
ahead to stay, 30-29.
AI Dutch's slam dunk and a tip in by
reserve center Mike Frazier boosted
t~e Hoyas to a 36·31 advantage at halftIme.

Frazier played a large role in the
,Hoya's comeback, scoring 6 points
,and intimidating the Pirates with his
: presence in the middle.
, Another key to the turnaround was
Coach JOhh Thompson's decision to
abandon the zone defense to play manto-man againsUhe Pirate's deliberate
offense. The tactic immediately picked
up the tempo of the game and resulted
in several fast-break baskets for
Georgetown.
The outcome of the game was decided in the first five minutes of the second half as the Hoyas ran off twelve
consecutive points to open a comfor- ,
table 48-31 bulge. Duren, Frazier,
Dutch, and Eric Floyd all contributed
to the scoring spree.
Georgetown coasted home from
that stage behind the scoring of Duren,
Shelton, and Floyd. The Pirates
threatened late in 'the game to close
,within 7 points on two Dan Callandrillo free throws with 57 seconds remaining, but a foul shot by Dutch and
Sleepy Floyd's three-point play put the
-'Hoya's 16th victory on ice.
Floyd, who scored only 4 points in
the first half, finished with 20 to tie
Duren for team scoring honors.
Shelton and Frazier also reached double figures with 19 and 10 points

respectively.
Callandrillo and Daryl Davero paced the Pirates with 22 points apiece.
The Hoya's next challenge will come
from Wagner College at 8:00 PM
Saturday in McDonough Gymnasium.
The Hoyas followed up their
miraculous overtime win at Boston
College with an impressive 84-64
thrashing of visiting Conneticut last
Saturday before a packed house at
McDonough Gymnasium.
GU broke a 16-16 de and raced to a
42-30 halftime lead behind the play of

I AI Dutch, Craig Shelton, and Erk
; Floyd.
,Georgetown played near- basketball
I all
afternoon, out rebounding the
,Huskies 37-21 and shooting,61 percent
'from the field.
The victory ralsed the Hoyas' Big
'East record to 3-1, while UCONN
'dropped to 3-3 in league play.
Shelton's 22 point, 11 rebound performance, coupled with his strong showing against BC, earned the senior forward Big East Player of the Week
honors.

MHlrose Games Highlight Winter Track Season ...
By Kevin Murphy
HOYA Co·Sports Editor

The Princeton Relays were held
in Princeton
this past weekend
University'S Jadwin Gym. In both the
men's and women's events GU turned
in outstanding individual and team
performances.
Pia Palladino came off a minor leg
injury to win the two mile race in
10:24.4, a new meet record. Her time
lopped 24 seconds off the previous
meet record. The distance medley
relay team, which included Palladino,
established a new national collegiate
record in capturing the event.
Loretta Calabrese, Sally Cashen,
and Chris Mullen ran the other legs of
the 11 :34.3 clocking.
Calabrese, Cashen and Mullen
joined with Chris Shea in taking third
place in the two mile relay event.

Shiela Murphy, running in the two
mile, surprised everyone with an
11 :27, her best time ever, and
qualified for the EAIAW.
Head Track Coach Joe Lang commented on the team's early season
successes, "the girls should be commended for this week's performances
as well as their dedication all season
long." Lang praised the women's
coach Pan Fanaritas, "part of the
women's success this year has to do
with Pan. He's been doing a great job
with this team."
In the men's events Paul Bernard
grabbed third in the 55 m. hurdles in
7.85.
The distance medley team of Rich
Caton, Jace Gatewood, John
Sullivan and Phil Reilly dominated
their competition with a 10:06.2.
Phil Reilly received complirnent~

Women's
Streak

Broken
By Lars Fungas
HOYA Sports Staff

After streaking to thirteen consecutive victories without a loss, the,
Georgetown women's basketball team
dropped a 77-66 decision to East Ten- ,
nessee State in the first round of the
four-team VPI Invitational Tourna·
ment in Blacksburg, Virginia last Friday.
The Hoyas rebounded from their
r11'st defeat with a victory over Winthrop College Saturday and defeated
the Naval Academy Tuesday night to
raise their record to 15-1.
In what can be described as an
"off" night, the Hoyas hit on a
meager 33% of their shots from the
field, while E. Tennessee State shot
500/0 from the floor and 700/0 from the
line.
Sloppy play plagued both teams and
as a result seven players were sent to
the bench with five fouls. Abbie Dillon
and K.C. Comerford lead the scoring
attack for Georgetown with 19 points
apiece.
Erin Reid chipped in with 12 points
while Dillon grabbed a team-high 10
rebounds.
The squad regained its winning ways
the very next night, downing Winthrop
College in the tourney's consolation
game, 91-80.
Comerford continued her sparkling
all-around play with 24 points, 12 rebounds, 4 assists and two blocked
shots.
Reid contributed 18 points, connecting on 8 of 10 foul shots.
The, Hoyas anticipated the Naval
Academy putting up a struggle in Annapolis Tuesday night and the Middies
did not disappoint their guests.
Georgetown had its hands full
throughout the game before prevailing
74-69. Navy's quick, high·scoring Coleen Cassidy inspired her teammates
with a remarkable 28 pt. performance.
The Hoyas countered with a few offensive weapons of their own, namely
Comerford, Kit Hepp, and Abbie
Dillon. The trio combined for 50
points and 19 rebounds to help sink
the Middies. Freshman forward
Cecilia Anekwe grabbed a teamhigh 11
rebounds.
The women wiII now set their sights
on bettering last season's mark of 15
victories. The Hoyas travel to
Philadelphia this weekend for games
with La Salle and Temple.

from his coach for a very strong 4:10
on the mile leg of the race.
Sullivan, was also a member of the
Sprint Medley team, but the previous
race took too much from him and this
was reflected in the fifth place finish.
The two mile relay team's first
place finish qualified them for the
NCAA Finals. Their winning time of
7:32.4, was in Lang's words, "nice
for this time of the year."
Tom Grimes won his heat, the 3000
m. and had the second fastest time of
the day in that event. Lang remarked
on Grimes' 8:29.4 performance,
','This agressive race is the best he has
run since he's been here."
Aubrey McKithen is recovering
from an achilles tendon' ailment and
Kevin Byrne from a damaged hamstring. Both are, according to Lang,
"Rounding into shape nicely."

The highlight of the Winter track
season, is the Millrose Games at
Madison Square Garden to be held
this weekend. Georgetown will have
entrants in five events.
The mile and two mile relay teams
will compete as will Chris Mullen in
the 800 m. and Jim De Rienzo in the
1000 m. John Gregorek will face the
hometown crowd as well as world
class competiti?n in the showcase
Wanam~ker Mlle. Gregorek has t()
run agamst such notables as Eamon
Co~ghlan, Don Paige, and Wilson:
WaJgwa. "It should be a barnburner

",~!::~~s ~~~~

going to the Millrose
Games, others will compete in the Big
East championships at Syracuse, and
some at the Delaware Open.
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Oranqemen Ranked
Second
.
~

Hoyas Face Syracuse Tuesday
by Michael Machell
HOY A Sports Staff

Politics Threaten Olympic Spirit
The above is not said without compassion or concern for those American
athletes who have labored long and
trained hard for a chance to compete
and must be denied the opportunity.
But the cry is given loudly and
vigorously nonetheless for two
reasons.
The first, of course, is as an
available and viable means of
punishing the world's most recklessly
imperialistic power for its latest effort
in military subjugation. Secondly, a
boycott is advocated as a means of
saving the Olympics from themselves.
Both reasons revolve around the
same point. Politics. The Olympics
would not be a tool by which to excoriate the Russian Bear if they were
not so enmeshed in politics. Nor would
the beleaguered 10C now be facing the
possibility of the total collapse of the
Games in the foreseeable future, had it
not deliberately fostered 'an atmosphere in which national rivalries
were made the quid pro quo.
In any event, the almost certain U.S.
boycott has finally put an end to the
crumbling Pax O/ympica. Lord

ding and defense.
The Hoyas will have to contend with
a deep Syracuse bench which includes
two outstanding players, forwardcenter Don Schayes and guard Tony
"Red" Bruin.
When Schayes is in the line-up,
Boeheim has one of the bigger front
lines in the east at 6' 11", 6' 10", and
6'9". Bruin is a blue-chip recruit, probably Syracuse's best since Boeheim's
old backcourt mate, Dave Bing.
Georgetown will be hard pressed to
repeat last year's stunning upset in the
ECAC playoffs, especially in
Syracuse's infamous Manley Field
House, where the Orangemen have
won 57 games in a row.
The key to Tuesday's game will be
the ability of the Hoya centers to contain Bouie, or at least neutralize his
performance with strong games of
their own.
, Guards John Duren and Eric Floyd
give Georgetown and edge in the
backcourt, but they will have to hit
from the outside to keep the Syracuse
zone honest.
GU forwards Craig Shelton and AI
Dutch are stronger and more experienced, but Syracuse's Orr, Santifer, and Payton are all quick and
play the transition game well.
Syracuse likes to run the fast-break,
so if GU 'can't control the boards,
Thompson may be forced to employ a
slow-down, ball control offense.
Yet if the Hoyas can control the
boards, hit from outside, and
challenge Bouie around the hoop, GU .
fans may see another upset and a reap,pearance for the Hoyas in the top
twenty.

On Tuesday night the Hoya cagers
will travel to New York to face a 20·1
"Syracuse University team that is
undefeated in Big East play and rank- ed second in both wire service polls.
Led by senior co-captains Roosevelt
Bouie and Louis Orr (the Louie and
Bouie show), Syracuse boasts a deep,
balanced team which owns the
nation's longest home·court winning
streak.
In Bouie, a 6-11 center, Syracuse has
one of the nation's premier defensive
players who is presently playing the
most aggressive offensive basketball of
his career.
He is complemented by the 6'9"
Orr, a gifted forward whom many
consider the team's best overall player.
Orr rebounds and passes well and is
nearly unstoppable on the baseline.
One of the Orangemen's few
weaknesses last season, the guard trio
of Eddie Moss, Marty Headd, and Hal
Cohen, has matured to form one of
the East's top backcourts.
Moss' quick hands and exceptional
speed saved a victory at Purdue earlier
this season. Marty Headd is a deadly
shooter from the perimeter and can
devastate a zone defense. Hal Cohen,
also a steady outside shooter, allows
Syracuse coach Jim Boeheim to rotate
a fresh player into the game every few
"minutes.
The second forward spot has been
;apably filled by sophmore Ron
Payton and freshman phenom Erich
Santifer. Santifer, a prep school all,star from Michigan, is a talented
player in the Louie Orr mold, while
Killian's Olympic Committee 1968 Czech-Soviet Ice' Hockey coritest,
Payton gives the squad strong rebounestablished and supported an Olympic were not politically motivated?
But the worst manifestations of all
structure devoid of bases in reality.
The boycott may be the push that " that is evil about National Pride have \r_
finally places this fossiled crustacean been those deliberately fostered by the
Last Friday the women's gymnastics against Towson State Tuesday and
beyond the Pale. Or the tottering Olympic organizers in order to sell the
team finished third in a meet with Glassboro State Friday.
structure may linger a few more games. Why else the "Parade of Naunhappy years. In either case, the tions?" Why else the flags and the na- Essex 'Community College, William
Games as we know them are beyond tional anthems? Why else the blind and Mary, and George Washington.
redemption. And for that we should, countenacing as 'amateurs' of athletes Georgetown's Paulette Richards was
Eric Floyd leads the Basketball team
shed no tears.
. : who are brought up by their homeland the meet's All-Around winner, scoring in scoring with 354 points in 21 games
For too long the IOe has be living a in a manner more befitting profes- 7.65 on the vault, 7.0 on the parallel for a 16.9 average. Craig Shelton is
bars, and 7.4 in the floor exercises.
lie; that politics can be, and are, sional soldiers?
right behind Floyd with a 16.8 average.
The team will be in action again Shelton leads the Hoyas in rebounding
None of this reflects the most basic
separate from international sport. The
committee can not bring itself to open- teachings of the Ancient Greeks when tonight when it travels to UMBC. for a with 152 boards in 20 games for a 7.6
ly recognize that the greater portion of , they founded the Games, the essence nine o'clock meet.
average. John Duren has dished out a
the definition of "international sport" being the struggle of man against man;
team high 149 assists while scoring at a
is "international"; with all the petty or, more fundamentally, the internal
The Athletic Department has an- 13.6 clip per game.
national rivalries and jealousies which struggle of an athlete with himself.
nounced
a meeting for all Men's
Instead the Olympic Games have
such a word entll;ls.
Lacrosse
players,
Monday, Feb.I1 at 8
Politics separate from the Olym- become, through every fault of its own PM in McDonough Gymnasium's
The GU Ice Hockey Club dropped a
management,
nothing
more
than
a
'pies? Canada's blackballing of
Alumni Lounge.
3-2 decision to Duke University SaturTaiwan, the death of the Israelis, tool of the various ideological and naday night. Dental student Mike
"Black Power" protests, and tional revalries of the countries who
Sargent scored two goals for GU but
Moscow's heavily propagandisized send athletes to compete.
The Varsity Swimming team dunked the Hoyas were never able to overcome
If the American boycott has come
Olympic literature belie and belittle
Frostburg
State 80-31 last Saturday to a 2·0 first period deficit. The skaters
even a single step closer to writing an
this assumption.
raise its record to 5-2. The Hoyas will will try to improve their 5-7 record and
for
this
,monstrosity,
and
epitaph
Nor are individual athletes
travel to George Washington for an 11 secure a playoff berth in their next two
themselves immune from political con- replacing it with ah athlete-oriented
AM meet on Saturday. The team games.
troversy. Can even the IOC imagine Games, then so much the better; both
retu~ns to Yates next week for meets
the Soviet Water Polo match, or the for the athletes, and for the world.

Swinging Wild / Joel Szabat

Three Cheers for an Olympic Boycott!
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; Eric Floyd, here against UCONN, leads the Hoyas in SCQring wit
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